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Link to previous updates

This update is in continuation of my updates:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1304164/#20-hzz-in-6jets-events

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1327332/#25-hzz-in-6jets-events
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Signal Process

Cross-Section = 0.0017 pb

Signal process considered in this study is

The six jets that we consider in the study
orignate from the decays of Z bosons.

Cross-section of the process, including decay
widths, at 240 GeV at FCCee is 0.0017 pb.

The signal event yield is:
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Background Processes

Processes consisting 2, 4 or 6 jets in the final state and not belonging to the aforementioned signal
process are considered as background processes.

Process
 (pb)

Yield (Yield wrt.
signal)

0.0067  (1.8)

0.0071  (1.9)

0.031  (8.1)

0.046  (12.2)

0.108  (28.6)

1.359  (358.9)

16.439  (4341.5)

52.654  (13906.1)
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Preselection Cuts on Events

Orthogonal selection cuts  Applied at Stage 1 of analysis to remove events with either leptons or
significant missing energy:

Missing Momentum < 20 GeV

Electron and Muon Momentum < 10 GeV

Number of jets = 6 (used for cutflow as well)
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Reconstruction Strategy
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Reconstruction of Z and Higgs Boson
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Machine Learning Setup: Discriminating Signal from
background

We used BDT within XGBoost framework to train and evaluate the ML model.

XGBClassifier is used to classify events as either ZHZZ, ZHWW, ZjjHjj,  ZZ, WW, Zqq, Lepnu

"multi:softprob" is used as an objective function

1000 estimators (trees) are used for the BDT
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Machine Learning Setup: Input Variables

To train the BDT we have used the following variables. Note that no additional cuts are applied at this
stage.
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Machine Learning Outcome

The output variable from Machine Learning
evaluation is  where  is the

probability that a given event is signal (ZHZZ).

A cut applied on this variable then
distinguishes ZHZZ from the background
samples
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Results from Cutflow

After machine learning outcome, we carry out a cut and count based analysis.
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Reconstruction of Z and Higgs Boson after cuts
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Outlook and Next Steps

We used Machine Learning to distinguish signal from background

The current signal significance computed using  is 5.01.

In this update the light flavour jets were ignored altogether at the reconstruction step. However, in
the next iteration we would like to see the impact of including light-flavoured (u and d) jets.

Variables such as invariant jet masses and angular distances between jets will  be added as an input to
the Machine Learning setup.

Additionally the cutflow table will  also be improved.

The Major Step To Do is to implement this analysis within boost-hist combine statistical framework
and work to do so is currently ongoing.
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